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The Nationaal Ready Mixxed Concretee Association
n (NRMCA) was
w founded
d on Decemb
ber 26, 1930
0, and
today represents more than 1,300 member
m
com
mpanies and
d subsidiaries that emplo
oy more than
125,000 Am
merican workkers who maanufacture and deliver reeady mixed concrete. Th
he Associatio
on
represents both
b
nationaal and multin
national com
mpanies thatt operate in every congrressional disttrict in
the United States.
S
The industry is cu
urrently estimated to include more than 65,000
0 ready mixeed
concrete tru
ucks.
NRMCA agrees with and
d practices smart
s
and saafe driving principles thaat do not hin
nder the flow
w of
commerce. However, th
he proposed
d HOS regulaations as pub
blished on December 29
9, 2010, will have
h
a
devastating effect on th
he way readyy mixed concrete producers conducct their busin
ness. Listed below
b
d concrete in
ndustry:
are the conccerns of the ready mixed
1. “Req
quiring off‐duty time imm
mediately fo
ollowing the end of the driving
d
wind
dow”:
Never beforre has FMCSA
A limited thee on‐duty tim
me in which a driver is alllowed to peerform his/heer work.
It has only regulated
r
thee amount off time a driveer can safelyy drive. By fo
orcing compa
anies to releease
drivers at th
he end of thee driving win
ndow, and no
ot allowing them
t
to continue on‐dutty work, willl hurt a
company’s competitiven
c
ness. Many NRMCA
N
mem
mbers use a driver to hellp with additional dutiess at the
plant such as
a inventory control and batching off concrete. Byy limiting their on‐duty time
t
to 14 and 16
hour increm
ments, FMCSA
A has oversttepped its bo
oundaries an
nd responsib
bilities by resstricting worrking
time not jusst driving tim
me. This will force
f
employyees to lose pay as the nature
n
of con
nstruction diictates
a schedule that
t
frequen
ntly exceeds the proposed limits.
ng time from
m 11 to 10 ho
ours”:
2. “Reduced drivin
Safety relateed incidents for truck tra
affic has beeen declining since the rulle to allow 11 hours of driving
d
time per dayy was adoptted. NRMCA sees no justtifiable reaso
on to reducee that numbeer. To the contrary,
a reduction in driving tim
me would ca
ause more trrucks to be on
o the road to
t deliver thee same volum
me of

concrete; thus producing more traffic congestion and increasing the use of fossil fuels in direct
opposition to the current administration’s policy to reduce the nation’s carbon footprint.
3. “Mandate a break of 30 minutes every 7 hours”:
Ready mixed concrete drivers spend less than 50% of their on‐duty time actually driving, the other
50% is spent at the plant waiting to be dispatched, at the jobsite waiting for the contractor to receive
the concrete, unloading concrete, and performing other administrative duties. Companies need to
have the flexibility to give breaks as the schedule dictates throughout the day. For example: a
concrete delivery often takes more than 2 ½ hours to complete. Concrete is a perishable product. Once
a delivery is started it must be completed or the concrete may harden in the truck causing thousands
of dollars worth of damage, and potentially violating a delivery contract. If a driver were to start work
at 5 a.m. he/she may be required to take the 30 minute lunch break as early as 9 a.m. due to the
length of time required to complete another delivery. Every day is different in the construction field,
thus companies need the flexibility to deliver concrete when the customer needs it. The drivers also
have a flexible start time where one day they start at 7 a.m. and the next at 12 p.m. Ready mixed
concrete deliveries do not happen on a regular 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. schedule, nor do concrete customers
always plan deliveries. Often customers order concrete on an “as soon as possible” basis.
4. “Limiting restarts of the 60/70 hour clock to once in 7 days”:
Weather plays a huge factor in the placement of concrete. Many companies operate on a very busy
summer schedule and use a reduced workforce for the winter months. Most ready mixed concrete
truck drivers use the “Construction Materials Exemption” of 24 hours to restart their weekly clocks. A
rainy day will often stop deliveries for an entire day, more than once a week. Many ready mixed
concrete drivers use this 24 hour off‐duty period to reset their weekly clock more than once in a 7 or 8
day period thus allowing construction schedules to continue when the weather improves. The
proposed changes would eliminate this much needed practice. Drivers should have the flexibility to
restart their weekly clock as they see fit instead of once per week. Construction schedules fluctuate
and companies need the ability to stay compliant with the regulations and still service their
customers. The current “Construction Materials Exemption” and how it’s employed by ready mixed
concrete truck drivers has not had any adverse effects on safety or compliance.
5. “Include at least two periods between 6am and midnight within a 34 hour restart period”:
Many ready mixed concrete producers, especially those in the southern tier and desert southwest,
work exclusively at night during the hot summer months. The cooler temperatures are better for the
placement of concrete along with reduced traffic congestion. By mandating a driver’s off‐duty time to
include at least two consecutive periods of midnight to 6 a.m., reduces the numbers of hours available
to meet construction and delivery schedules to an unacceptable level. Not every work day takes place
during daylight hours, making this proposed change overly restrictive.
6. “Limit on‐duty time to 13 hours in a driving window ”:
NRMCA sees no justification to limit on‐duty time. FMCSA should restrict its regulations to “driving
time” as previously mentioned. During 16‐hour‐window‐days, this would require a mandatory
minimum of three hours of non‐productive, non‐paid time in which an individual may be forced to be
away from his or her family. This regulation makes no sense for a short haul driving industry like ready
mixed concrete.

7. Lastly, NRMCA would like to reiterate a suggested change to the current HOS regulations that
we included in our comments to FMCSA during the 2010 listening sessions across the country.
For the ready mixed concrete industry, a consequence of the current HOS rule has resulted in a lack of
common sense in the daily log regulations. The driver's daily log has been the primary regulatory tool
used by the federal government, state governments, drivers, and commercial motor carriers to
determine a driver's compliance with the HOS regulations. The information obtained from the log is
used to place drivers out of service when they are in violation of the maximum limitations at the time
of inspection. It has also been used in determining a motor carrier's overall safety compliance status in
controlling excess on‐duty hours, a major contributory factor in fatigue induced accidents.
From the inception of the log requirement 70 years ago, exemptions from preparing the driver’s daily
log have been allowed for drivers of commercial motor vehicles who operate wholly within a specified
distance from their normal work reporting location (e.g. garage, terminal or plant). Currently, the 100
air‐mile radius log exemption is applicable if:
(1)

The driver returns to the work reporting location and is released from work within 12
consecutive hours;

(2)

At least 10 consecutive hours off duty separate each 12 hours on duty;

(3)

The driver does not exceed 11 hours maximum driving time following 10 consecutive
hours off duty; and

(4)

The motor carrier that employs the driver maintains and retains for a period of 6
months accurate and true time records.

This exemption, which is found in 49 C.F.R. § 395.1(e), was first provided in 1980 as part of an effort to
reduce the paperwork burden on drivers and motor carriers (See 45 FR 22042). However, the historic
basis for the exemption has always been grounded in the common sense notion that drivers in the
short‐haul trades are less subject to the fatigue related affects of extended hours of driving time
typically associated with cross country travel. Like many other short‐haul operators, concrete mixer
truck drivers are on‐call and deliver product on a just‐in‐time basis. They operate exclusively in the
short‐haul construction industry, generally beginning and ending each shift at the same plant location
and rarely exceeding a 50 air‐mile radius of the work reporting location. In fact, industry studies show
that a concrete mixer driver’s average delivery is only 14 miles from the ready mixed plant and mixer
drivers are actually driving only 4 to 6 hours per day.
As a result, concrete mixer drivers are eligible for the 100 air‐mile radius log exemption contained in §
395.1(e) and ready mixed concrete producers employing these drivers are subject to the reduced
recordkeeping requirements specified in § 395.1(e)(5). This latter provision enables a company to keep
track of concrete mixer drivers’ hours through an electronic time clock that indicates the start time,
number of hours on‐duty, and the time the driver gets off work each day. Unfortunately, concrete
mixer drivers are often unable to take full advantage of the 100 air‐mile radius exemption. This is
almost always caused by a driver surpassing the 12‐hour on‐duty threshold contained in §
395.1(e)(1)(ii). In these instances, drivers are required to retroactively complete lengthy log sheets on
the days they exceed the threshold (See FMCSA 395.1 Interpretation #22).

The current HOS regulattions afford drivers a ma
aximum of 14
1 consecutivve hours of on‐duty
o
timee per
shift (after which
w
drivers
rs may not drrive), yet driivers who oth
herwise meeet the requirrements of th
he 100
air‐mile rad
dius log exem
mption must still complette a log if they exceed 12
2 hours of on
n‐duty time during
the shift. Un
nlike in the lo
ong‐haul tra
ades, it is verry difficult in
n the ready mixed
m
concreete industry to
predict on any
a given dayy whether th
he 12‐hour threshold
t
willl be surpasssed. If the drriver surpasses the
threshold bu
ut did not exxpect to do so,
s he or she must go back and retro
oactively log his/her dutyy status
f the entirre day. This is
for
i simply nott practical fo
or concrete mixer
m
truck drivers,
d
as th
heir duty stattus
changes frequently thro
oughout the day and com
mpleting an accurate log
gbook from memory
m
is a
difficult taskk. To preemp
pt such difficculties, manyy ready mixeed concrete producers
p
ha
ave instructeed their
drivers to lo
og every day just in case they happen
n to exceed the
t thresholld, which is contrary
c
to the
t
intent of thee 100 air‐mille radius log
gging exemption.
The FMCSA has claimed
d that the 12
2‐hour return
n to work rep
porting location limit is a necessary
safeguard to
o ensure tha
at drivers ad
dhere to driviing time limiitations. (Seee 64 FR 7237
73, 72375). Yet, as
indicated ab
bove concrette mixer trucck drivers drive only 4 to
o 6 hours perr day, clearlyy not fatiguee
inducing operating cond
ditions. Requ
uiring them to
t return to the plant wiithin 12 hourrs so that th
hey
don’t exceed
d 11 hours of
o driving tim
me is regulatory overkill and
a unnecesssarily burdeensome.
Notwithstan
nding repeatted requestss from NRMC
CA and otherr short‐haul operators, the
t FMCSA has
h yet
to provide any
a data to underpin
u
thee seemingly arbitrary
a
12‐‐hour return
n time limit.
The Paperw
work Reductio
on Act (PRA)) requires ag
gencies to en
nsure that th
heir ICRs havve practical utility,
u
are not duplicative, and
d impose the least possib
ble burden. In the case of the 100 airr‐mile radiuss log
exemption, all three of these
t
congreessional direectives have been ignoreed by the FM
MCSA. As a reesult,
concrete mix
ixer truck driivers and oth
her short‐ha
aul drivers, have for yearrs been forceed to compleete a
burdensomee paperworkk requiremen
nt from whicch they are clearly
c
exemp
pt.
To show its commitmen
nt to the PRA
A, FMCSA sho
ould initiate a process th
hat would prrovide a com
mmon‐
sense fix forr the 100 air‐‐mile radius exemption. The remedyy would simp
ply involve ra
aising the 12
2‐hour
on‐duty threeshold in § 395.1(e)(1)(ii
3
i) and § 395..1(e)(1)(iii)(A
A) to 14 hourrs, consisten
nt with the
maximum allowable
a
number of hou
urs per shift, after which the driver may
m not drivee. This would
d allow
concrete mix
ixer truck driivers to takee full advanta
age of the 10
00 air‐mile radius
r
log exxemption.
preciates the
e opportunitty to commeent on the prroposed HOSS rule and its effects on the
NRMCA app
ready mixed
d concrete in
ndustry. For more inform
mation, com
mments or qu
uestions, pleease feel freee to
contact me at kwalgenb
bach@nrmcaa.org or (240
0) 485‐1157.
Sincerely,

Kevin Walgeenbach
Senior Direcctor of Government Affaairs
National Ready Mixed Concrete
C
Asssociation (NR
RMCA)

